Bringing 2-Way Radios Into the Internet Age
Use RoIP to revitalize your LMR business
Abstract
The Internet Age is upon us and is firmly entrenched. Internet Protocol is the defacto standard for all
kinds of communications, including voice. Use it to your advantage by learning about and adopting
RoIP (Radio over Internet Protocol) systems. RoIP is like VoIP for 2-way LMR applications.

The Challenge
The traditional business approach of a 2-way radio shop is not sustainable as technology
marches forward. Customers demand more from their radio systems than simple unit-to-unit
radio communications. Cellular telephones and alternative PTT technologies allow for private
communications over a nationwide coverage area. A customer leasing time on a trunked system or even
a community repeater feels like he is at a disadvantage by comparison. But, what is the alternative?

The Solution
RoIP (Radio over Internet Protocol) technology allows you to offer your customers the building blocks to
expand their traditional radio networks to other geographic areas and other modes of communication.
This is the heart of Unified Group Communications.

Start Small
Now those users without radios (and without the budget to buy more radios) can make incremental
upgrades to expand the utility of their existing infrastructure. Your customers can link together two
base stations that are geographically separated with little more than the modern equivalent of two tin
cans and a string. No new link frequencies to coordinate. No new antennas to erect, which means they
don’t have to budget for higher site rent payments. Plus, you can still bill for your time configuring and
installing it.

Grow As You Go
When a customer outgrows the basic RoIP system, it can grow with him. By adding different types of
RoIP gateways, new modes of communication can be added to the basic system, such as iDEN, POTS
or VoIP dial-in capability, a soft console running on a laptop computer, even 3G wireless access. The
culmination comes when you tie it all together with management software that makes it all hum like a
well-tuned engine.
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Basic RoIP Link System
Linking two base station radios
By connecting two AudioMate 360r RoIP gateways back-to-back, a simple repeater is formed.

 



 





 






 


  

  










   

The base radios can be either what Motorola calls RT (repeater) or RA (remote access) base stations. In
a typical configuration they each would be local in-cabinet repeaters and the AM360 link would simply
key up the remote base at the same time that the local repeater is activated. This way the coverage of
each base radio can be combined into a greater coverage area over an inexpensive link.
In mountainous regions this can be used to achieve simulcast coverage over the ridge by linking 2 or
more base stations via RoIP. For multiple base stations use IP multicast so that all the IP gateways are
on the same voice “channel”; when one keys up, they all key up simultaneously as if they were all wired
together locally as RA stations. This is a good method to build a radio system that covers a wide area.
The base stations in the diagram above could instead be control stations that operate through
mountaintop repeaters. In many cases there is no Internet or phone line access to these remote repeater
sites, whereas the control station likely has all the facilities necessary for public Internet service or a
private data network connection.
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Basic AM360 LMR Remote Control
Simple Single-Channel Remote Setup
Eliminate the monthly cost of a leased phone line by making your existing Internet connection do more.



 


 
 


 
 


  



 









 






   

The AudioMate 360a provides microphone, line audio, and PTT inputs in addition to line output and a
speaker output capable of driving a small speaker. The AudioMate 360r provides the audio and control
lines to connect to a base station or mobile control station radio.
The IP link between the control point and the tower site can be part of your existing private WAN or a
VPN tunnel over the public Internet. Either way, you eliminate the monthly cost of a leased phone line
by using the data network for which you are already paying.
A typical base or mobile PTT microphone and any 8 Ohm speaker plug right in to the AudioMate 360a to
give you the means to key the remote radio to transmit your message and hear the response. For many
municipal agencies with only one radio channel, such as public works maintenance, animal control, or
code enforcement, this is an ideal and inexpensive remote control solution.
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Tone Remote Control Over IP
AudioMate 360r IP trunk replaces leased phone line
Eliminate the monthly cost of a leased phone line by making your existing Internet connection do more.

 


 









 




  




 
 



 









   

Two AudioMate 360r IP gateways connected full-time to each other form an IP trunk that replaces a
leased phone line. Use this trunk to send your audio and control tones to the remote base station.
The tone remote gives you additional flexibility over the Basic AM360 remote control by allowing you to
change radio channels, disable PL to monitor the channel, set up or knock down the repeater, and other
functions.
This IP trunk solution need not stop at a single tone remote unit. It is possible to grow the system to use
AudioMate IP trunks to extend talk paths from multiple tone remote consoles to multiple radio sites,
such as a typical dispatch center for utilities or public safety.
To ensure the best audio quality using IP trunks, routers that support Quality of Service (QoS) tuning
should be used. This allows the data network to recognize critical voice and video traffic that can
not wait and forward it immediately on its way, while data packets that are not time-sensitive can be
queued briefly for the others to pass through the router.
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Public Address System
AudioMate 360a provides clean audio around the campus
Distribute baseband audio around an office, a campus complex, or throughout an enterprise WAN.

 
 

 
 
 


 


 
  










  

Public Address
An AudioMate 360a IP gateway at a dispatch center or security office can originate public address
announcements that are received by other AudioMate 360a gateways distributed around the campus
and connected to public address amplifiers. An enterprise-wide WAN can carry the CEO’s message to all
employees instantly. Nurses can page doctors throughout the hospital as well as the doctors’ offices in
the adjacent building. Wherever the IP network goes, the audio can go, too.
Because the audio is distributed in digital form it remains free from electronic noise, hum, fading, and
other troubles common to analog wiring.
Talkback public address systems are supported, because the AudioMate 360a is a two-way audio device.

Station Alerting Announcements
Fire stations typically pipe the dispatch radio channel over public address speakers throughout the
station. In larger stations the audio can be distributed effectively using AudioMate 360a gateways to
bridge pubilc address amplifiers that are a long distance apart.
It is even possible to build a “vocal” alerting baseband audio channel throughout the entire fire
department serving all fire stations. The dispatcher would have an instant talk path to transmit fire calls
or make informational announcements without tying up the busy radio channel.
Using the line input of the AudioMate 360a allows injecting audio from playback devices, radio
receivers, or other electronic equipment that needs an audio path around the campus.
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The Whole Nine Yards
Grow into a complete AudioMate system
Build a comprehensive unified communications system from the basic building blocks
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AudioMate Server and Soft Consoles
Turn the commonplace personal computer into a software-based dispatch console. Add AudioMate
server software to gather together the various communications channels into a system that can scale as
large as you need it to. See channel activity and patch channels together on the fly. Change user groups
and system parameters merely by navigating a web page and clicking a mouse. Name channels as you
see fit.
Bring iDEN calls into your network with the AudioMate 360i gateway. Landline callers can dial in to predetermined channels or let the dispatcher patch them as needed. The possibilities are endless.
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IP Voice + Software Solutions = Profitability
IP voice applications: a quantum leap above traditional communications
Because of the flexibility of software applications and the ubiquity of Internet Protocol devices and
communications channels, Unified Communications systems can extend existing radio systems into
telephony, iDEN, soft consoles running on desktop and laptop computers, and even 4G wireless
applications.
With more and more government entities and businesses drawing
their pursestrings closed in the current economic environment,
forklift upgrades of entire radio systems become less likely. But
adding a handful of control stations at the end
of an IP link to serve as dispatch radios in
geographically dispersed areas becomes a
much more appealing economic possibility.
Supervisors who do not carry radios can dial-in to
an AudioMate system, enter a security code, select a radio
channel, and converse with subscribers in the field.
Overhead paging and public address
applications allow radio calls or dispatch
centers to reach buildings and areas that
were impractical to serve with conventional
analog methods.
Start small, as with two tin cans and a string. Once the benefits
of IP unified communications solutions become apparent
on a small scale, add more building blocks and grow into a
comprehensive communications system that punches through needless barriers and allows people to
choose the medium of communication that best suits them.
This approach is easy on the budget, too. So instead of a long, risky, expensive sales cycle for massive
system upgrades, your customers call you more frequently to order the building blocks that allow them
to grow into their ultimate unified communications system.
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Introducing the AudioMate 360
IP voice gateways help build RoIP systems
AudioMate 360a for Audio Devices

¤ Basic 2-way LMR remote control
console
¤ Public address announcements over a
large campus or enterprise WAN
¤ Monitor broadcast and weather
receivers, iPOD or CD players on your
AudioMate Communicators

AudioMate 360i for iDEN Networks

¤ Operates on commercial or private
iDEN systems
¤ Individual call inbound and outbound
¤ Group call (dispatch) inbound and
outbound
¤ AudioMate Communicator™ soft
consoles let you patch to trunked or
conventional 2-way LMR systems via
the rest of the AudioMate 360 family of
IP gateways
¤ iDEN modem permits backhaul of
data, such as GPS coordinates from the built-in GPS sensor

AudioMate 360r for LMR Systems

¤ Interfaces easily with repeaters, control
stations, and remote control consoles
¤ Configure active high or low PTT and
COS via web browser
¤ Configure Tx & Rx audio pre-emphasis
and levels via web browser
¤ No jumpers to set, all software
¤ Balanced E&M and single-ended audio
interfaces
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